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Operations and maintenance (O&M) management for existing buildings is of high importance since it consumes the most cost
during buildings’ lifecycle. Its effectiveness could be significantly improved through the systematic use of building information
modeling (BIM). However, BIM relies on full-fledged digital models, which, for most buildings, are not available. 1is paper
introduces a recognition algorithm aiming at the automatic generation of 3D building models from 2D drawings.1e algorithm is
able to generate separated wall segment 3D models with their topology relations. 1e algorithm is implemented and tested by
several real projects. 1e results are very promising and show that the proposed algorithm could be a key component of future
digital toolkits for O&M management.

1. Introduction

Operation and maintenance management for existing
buildings relies on complex building information to perform
different tasks. Although building information models
(BIMs) provide an integrated information repository, cur-
rently, most existing buildings were still built with 2D
drawings [1]. 1e majority of these buildings that were
relatively newly constructed within the last several decades
usually have 2D drawings in electronic formats such as CAD
files [2]. In general, the CAD drawing is a reliable choice for
analyzing geometry and semantic information of existing
buildings [3]. However, for most buildings, existing 3D
models are not available [4]. For example, in Europe, more
than 80% of the residential buildings were built before 1990
[5] and do not have BIM which means that the building
owners or facility managers cannot benefit from using BIM
during the O&M phase [1]. Manually reconstructing BIM
based on these 2D drawings has been proven to be not only
very labor-intensive [1], but also time-consuming [6, 7].

Because of poor information availability and accessibility,
O&M of these existing buildings is not efficient and has
significant room for improvement [8].

While BIM tools are undoubtedly beneficial to building
design practices and are now commonplace in new building
design processes, they are still underexploited in existing
buildings [4]. Such advanced design approaches require full-
fledged 3D digital models in order to realize their full po-
tential [4]. 1erefore, one critical short-term research
challenge is to devise effective and reliable methods and tools
to reconstruct 3D digital models of existing buildings [4].

Tombre [9, 10] firstly discussed the challenges of au-
tomatic recognition of architectural drawings. Ah-Soon and
Tombre [11] analyzed the specificities of architectural
drawings and recognized objects from the scanned drawings.
1ey proposed a network-based recognition method [12, 13]
to identify symbols, following an idea proposed by Messmer
and Bunke [14]. Park and Kwon [15] recognized the main
walls of apartments in floor plan architectural drawings
using dimension extension lines. Some systems were
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developed to recognize the different elements of the drawing
[16, 17]: an architectural structure drawing interpretation
system which used geometric features of the architectural
drawing objects as the recognition criteria [16] and a novel
complete system for automated floor plan analysis, which
introduced novel preprocessing methods, e.g., the differ-
entiation between thick, medium, and thin lines and the
removal of components outside the convex hull of the outer
walls [17]. Some other research proposed different models
[18], e.g., a hierarchical SINEHIR (self-incremental axis-
net-based hierarchical recognition) model to recognize
structural objects (e.g., columns, beams, slabs, walls, and
holes) from construction structural drawings [18]. 1e
most common research focused on recognition methods or
algorithms [19–22]: statistical grouping method for par-
titioning line drawings into shapes, those shapes which
represent meaningful parts of the symbols that constitute
the line drawings [19]; a new rotation invariant corner
detection method for architectural line drawing images
[20]; a generic method for floor plan analysis and inter-
pretation [21], in which basic building blocks, i.e., walls,
doors, and windows are first detected using a statistical
patch-based segmentation approach, and structural pattern
recognition techniques are second applied to further locate
the main entities, i.e., rooms of the building; and a novel
approach to automatically recognize architectural and
electrical symbols [22].

Besides the above studies which focused on recogni-
tion, some further research investigated extracting infor-
mation from 2D CAD drawings to generate 3D models for
the purpose of O&M [1, 3, 23–25]. According to the review
[26], which gave an overview on techniques used to
generate 3D building models, there is currently no general
answer about the best approach to generate 3D models of
existing buildings [26]. 1e review also highlighted the
breadth of the area and the numerous techniques that aim
at the creation of 3D models of existing buildings [5]:
photogrammetry [27], laser scanning [28], tagging, and use
of preexisting information like sketches and tape mea-
surers. Despite this significant offer, no approach seems to
allow for the generation of exploitable 3D building models
that would truthfully represent the geometry, topology,
and semantics of the buildings [4]. For example, point
clouds could often have noisy data and miss data such as
texture in addition to their time-consuming and tedious
process [29].

1e aim of this paper is to develop, implement, and test a
line segment vectorization-based algorithm that can gen-
erate 3D building models with both geometry and topology.
1e algorithm relies on easily accessible data: CAD drawings
are usually available for existing buildings [2, 3]. At the same
time, the algorithm can be easily implemented at reasonable
costs.

1e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives the idea of how this algorithm comes. Section
3 explains all the principles used in the algorithm. Section 4
gives an application of the algorithm. Section 5 gives the
conclusion and future work.

2. Algorithm Overview

1e drawings of regular layout buildings are investigated by
the algorithm. 1ese types of drawings are deconstructed to
obtain the minimum unit, as shown in Figure 1.

Step ① in Figure 1 is to deconstruct the walls in the
drawings into 13 parts, as discussed in Section 2.1. Step② is
to further deconstruct the 13 parts into 4 types of right
angles, which will be detailed in Section 2.2. Step ③ is to
deconstruct the right angles, which is discussed in Section
2.3. 1e final result is to obtain the horizontal and vertical
line segments, which are the minimum processing units of
the algorithm.

2.1. Deconstruction Drawings of Regular Layout Buildings.
A shear-wall structure can effectively resist the horizontal
load, which is a type of load that should be frequently
considered in structural design. Generally, a shear-wall
structure building has a regular shape, and the entire
building is flat and vertical, which is a typical regular layout
building. 1is paper considers a shear-wall structure as an
example to illustrate the algorithm.

Figure 2 displays part of a standard layer of an actual
shear-wall building located in Harbin. 1e building is an 11-
story shear-wall structure. For simplicity, only part of the
walls and the necessary dimensions are retained: the outer
part is the dimensions, and the inner part is the walls. 1e
rightmost curve consists of a broken line, which indicates
that Figure 2 comprises only part of a drawing.

By analysis of a large number of shear-wall building
drawings, the walls in the shear-wall drawings can be
deconstructed into 4 parts: wall-corner, T-wall, cross-wall,
and wall-end. 1ree of the units can be further decon-
structed depending on the orientation. 1e wall-corner is
further deconstructed into 4 parts: lower left wall-corner,
lower right wall-corner, upper left wall-corner, and upper
right wall-corner. 1e T-wall is further deconstructed into 4
parts: left T-wall, right T-wall, up T-wall, and down T-wall.
1e wall-end is further deconstructed into 4 parts: left wall-
end, right wall-end, up wall-end, and down wall-end. 1e
cross-wall cannot be further deconstructed due to symmetry.
1e deconstruction processes are shown in Figure 3.

After the two-step deconstruction shown in Figure 3, 13
types of parts of the shear-wall drawings are obtained. 1eir
graphic representations, which correspond to those in
Figure 3, are shown in Figure 4. 1e 13 types of decon-
struction parts shown in Figure 4 are named by their
orientations.

According to the deconstruction methods, the walls of
any shear-wall drawings comprise a number of the 13 parts.
1ese 13 parts will be referred to as “deconstruction parts” in
the following sections.

2.2. Further Deconstruction of the 13 Deconstruction Parts.
In Figure 4, the 13 deconstruction parts can be considered to
be composed of right angles of 4 different orientations.1us,
the 13 deconstruction parts can be further deconstructed
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into 4 types of right angles. 1e deconstruction process is
shown in Figure 5.

After the further deconstruction shown in Figure 5, a
graphic representation of the 4 types of right angles, which
correspond to those in Figure 5, is shown in Figure 6. In

Figure 6, the 4 right angles are named according to their
position in a rectangle.

In Figure 6, only 4 right angles with 4 different orien-
tations are considered. In most cases, the walls in a shear-
wall drawing only contain these 4 types of right angles.1ese

Drawings of regular 
layout buildings

Horizontal and vertical 
line segments

4 kinds of 
right angles

13 kinds of 
deconstruction parts
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Figure 1: Deconstruction of drawings of regular layout buildings.
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Figure 2: Real shear-wall building drawing example.
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Figure 3: Deconstruction processes of walls in shear-wall building drawings.
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4 right angles are distinguished from each other and can be
used to reversely recognize the 13 deconstruction parts
shown in Figure 4.

2.3. Right Angle Deconstruction. 1e 4 right angles in Fig-
ure 6 can be further deconstructed. Each of these 4 right
angles is composed of 2 line segments: a horizontal line
segment and a vertical line segment. 1is deconstruction
step is shown in Figure 7.

Generally, the walls in shear-wall drawings, which are
similar to those shown in Figure 2, contain only horizontal
and vertical line segments. At this point, the walls in the
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Figure 4: Graphic representations of 13 deconstruction parts: (a) wall-corner, (b) T-wall, (c) cross-wall, and (d) wall-end.
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shear-wall drawings, which are represented in Figure 2, are
deconstructed into the minimum units: line segments.

3. Algorithm Principles

According to the description in Section 2, the algorithm
starts with the minimum unit and performs the line segment
vectorization as step ①. In step ②, the combination of
vectorized line segments and their endpoints are utilized to
distinguish the 4 types of right angles. Each combination
corresponds to a type of right angle. 1e objective of step③
is to sort the 4 types of right angles according to different
rules. 1e objective of step ④ is to recognize the 13 de-
construction parts by the orientation features of the right
angles. 1e steps of the algorithm are shown in Figure 8.

1e steps shown in Figure 8 have the opposite direction
of those shown in Figure 1. By reverse operation, the rec-
ognition of drawings of regular layout buildings can be
achieved.1e principles applied in each step are described in
Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

3.1. Line Segment Vectorization. As shown in Figure 6, the 4
types of right angles only consist of horizontal and vertical
line segments. Each line segment contains 2 endpoints, and
fixing the relative positions of these 2 endpoints is the base of
the algorithm.1e method is to vectorize the horizontal and
vertical line segments according to certain rules to ensure
that the relative positions of the 2 endpoints of each line
segment are fixed: the first endpoint is the starting point, and
the second endpoint is the ending point. A set of feasible
rules is shown in Table 1, and other rules similar to these
rules may also be feasible.

According to probability theory, some line segments do
not comply with the rules in Table 1. Half of the horizontal
line segments have starting points on the right and ending
points on the left; half of the vertical line segments have
starting points at the top and ending points at the bottom.
For the horizontal and vertical line segments that do not
comply with the rules shown in Table 1, exchange the relative
positions of the starting points and ending points, as shown
in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. 1ese line segments can
comply with the rules shown in Table 1; they remain
unchanged.

In Figures 9 and 10, circles are used to represent the
endpoints of line segments. Circles with a cross inside serve
as starting points and circles with blank space inside serve as
ending points.1ismethod is used to distinguish the starting
points and ending points in the following sections. 1e
original line segments (red) in both Figures 9 and 10 do not
comply with the vectorization rules in Table 1 and need to
exchange the relative positions of the starting points and
ending points.

After this step, any line segment in the drawings has 2
endpoints with fixed relative positions. 1is feature is the
base of the algorithm, which is simple and universal: any line
segment has 2 endpoints, which can be vectorized without
any exceptions.

3.2. Right Angle Recognition. After the vectorization of the
line segments in Section 3.1, the 4 types of right angles in
Figure 6 can be distinguished from each other. 1e prin-
ciples and corresponding combinations are shown in Ta-
ble 2, in which HLS� horizontal line segment, VLS� vertical
line segment, SP� starting point, and EP� ending point.

1e principles shown in Table 2 can be visually repre-
sented by graphs, as shown in Figure 11. Similar to Figures 9
and 10, circles are used to represent the endpoints of line
segments. Circles with a cross inside serve as starting points,
and circles with blank space inside serve as ending points. In
Figure 11, consider the lower left right angle as an example,
the 2 starting points of a horizontal line segment and a
vertical line segment coincide to form a lower left right
angle. 1e remaining 3 combinations in Table 2 form 3 right
angles in a similar manner.

Four principles and 4 corresponding combinations are
shown in Table 2 and Figure 11. Since the horizontal and
vertical line segments are mutually distinguishable, and the
starting and ending points of the 2 types of line segments are
also mutually distinguishable, 4 different combinations exist,
as shown in Table 2.1ese 4 combinations correspond to the
4 right angles shown in Figure 11. 1us, the 4 types of right
angles can be distinguished from each other.

3.3. Right Angle Sorting. Right angle sorting is an indis-
pensable step of the algorithm to recognize wall-corners.
Each right angle has only one vertex; thus, the vertex can
represent a right angle when sorting. Each type of right angle
must be separately sorted, and a set of feasible sorting rules is
shown in Table 3.

Consider the real project shown in Figure 2 as an ex-
ample. After sorting, the sequence number of the lower left
right angles is shown in Figure 12. 1e footer is the ordinal
number after sorting according to the lower left right angle
rule shown in Table 3. 1e red right angles belong to wall-
corners, the blue right angles belong to wall-ends, and the
pink right angles belong to T-walls.

Each type of right angle will form a sequence for looping
before deconstruction parts recognition. After sorting, the
following 2 goals can be achieved, as shown in Table 4.

Consider Figure 12, for example, right angle P1, which is
located on the most lower left outer contour of the walls of
the entire shear-wall drawing, will be the initial element of
the looping of lower left right angle sequence. During the
looping, P1, P4, P11, and P20 will be the looping elements,
whereas P3, P5, P13, and P22, respectively, are the corre-
sponding target elements. In Figure 12, P1, P4, P11, and P20

4 kinds of right angles

Horizontal line segments Vertical line segments

Figure 7: Deconstruction processes of 4 types of right angles.
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are on the lower left side of P3, P5, P13, and P22, respectively.
1us, during the looping of lower left right angle sequence,
the same judgment condition can be applied to recognize the
4 wall-corners, which are formed by the red right angles
shown in Figure 12.

3.4. Deconstruction Parts Recognition. After recognition and
sorting of the 4 types of right angles, the 13 different de-
construction parts shown in Figure 4 can be recognized
using the combination and relative position relation between
right angles.

Line segment 
vectorizaiton

1
4 combinations2

Right angle 
sorting

3
13 deconstruction parts4

Figure 8: Algorithm steps.

Table 1: Set of vectorization rules for line segments.

Category Vectorization rules

Horizontal Horizontal line segment has the starting point on the left and ending point on the right
Vertical Vertical line segment has the starting point at the bottom and ending point at the top

Starting pointEnding point

Starting point

Exchange

Ending point

positions

Figure 9: Vectorization of horizontal line segments.

Exchange positions

Starting point

Starting pointEnding point

Ending point

Figure 10: Vectorization of vertical line segments.

Table 2: Right angle recognition principles.

Category Principle description Combination

Lower left right angle An HLS’s SP coincides with a VLS’s SP (HLS’ SP, VLS’ SP)
Upper left right angle An HLS’s SP coincides with a VLS’s EP (HLS’ SP, VLS’ EP)
Lower right right angle An HLS’s EP coincides with a VLS’s SP (HLS’ EP, VLS’ SP)
Upper right right angle An HLS’s EP coincides with a VLS’s EP (HLS’ EP, VLS’ EP)

Table 3: Set of right at angle sorting rules.

Category Sorting rule

Lower left By X coordinates ascending; when X is the same, by Y coordinates ascending.
Lower right By X coordinates descending; when X is the same, by Y coordinates ascending
Upper left By Y coordinates descending; when Y is the same, by X coordinates ascending
Upper right By Y coordinates descending; when Y is the same, by X coordinates descending
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3.4.1. Wall-Corner Recognition. Two right angles of the
same type form a wall-corner; each wall-corner has a similar
recognition algorithm. Consider the lower left wall-corner as
an example. Two lower left right angles form a lower left
wall-corner, as shown in Figure 13. 1e relative positions of
these 2 lower left right angles are fixed. 1e relative position
rules that they must satisfy are shown in Table 5, in which
both rules must be simultaneously satisfied.

Figure 13 shows the relative positions of the 2 right
angles of a lower left wall-corner.1e PN is the external right
angle, and N is its ordinal number after sorting. PN+i is the
internal right angle, and N+ i is its ordinal number after
sorting. Both N and i are positive integers, and N<N + i,
which indicates that PN is in front of PN+i after sorting.
Consider Figure 12 as an example, the corresponding (N,
N+ i) of the 4 lower left wall-corners (formed by red right
angles) are (1, 3), (4, 5), (11, 13), and (20, 22).

After the lower left right angle sorting of Section 3.3, in
Figure 13, the right angle PN is in front of PN+i in the se-
quence. When these 2 right angles form a lower left wall-
corner, the mathematical expression of the relative position
rules shown in Table 5 is shown in equations (1) to (4).
Wall1ickness represents the wall thickness in millimeters,
and the wall thickness in the shear-wall drawings are gen-
erally 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300. A thickness of more than
300 is rare, and all walls have a modulus of 50. D is the
deviation range, which is a small positive number that must
satisfy D<<Wall<ickness; for example, D� 5. Both D and
Wall1ickness have the same meanings in the following
sections.

PN+i, X − PN.X>D> 0, (1)

PN+i, Y − PN.Y>D> 0, (2)

PN+i, X − PN.X −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D, (3)

PN+i, Y − PN.Y −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D. (4)

As expressed in equation (1), in the X direction, PN+i
locates in the positive direction of PN. As expressed in

equation (2), in the Y direction, PN+i locates in the positive
direction of PN. 1ese 2 equations guarantee that PN+i
locates on the upper right side of PN. According to equation
(3), in the X direction, PN+i locates in the positive direction
of PN, and the distance between them is exactly a wall
thickness. As expressed in equation (4), in the Y direction,
PN+i locates in the positive direction of PN, and the distance
between them is exactly a wall thickness. 1ese 4 equations
ensure accurate recognition of the lower left wall-corner
after sorting the lower left right angles in Section 3.3.

1e recognitions of the other 3 wall-corners have similar
recognition methods. 1e recognition algorithms of these 3
wall-corners are shown in Tables 6–8, respectively.

1e interpretations of the mathematical expressions
contained in Tables 6–8 are similar to those of equations (1)
to (4) of the lower left wall-corner but are not separately
explained.

3.4.2. Wall-End Recognition. Each wall-end contains 2 right
angles of different types, and each wall-end has a similar
recognition algorithm. Consider the left wall-end as an
example, a lower left right angle and an upper left right angle
form a left wall-end. 1e relative positions of these 2 right
angles are fixed, and the relative position rules that theymust
satisfy are shown in Table 9, among which all 3 rules must be
simultaneously satisfied.

Figure 14 shows the relative position of 2 right angles
that form the left wall-end. 1e PLL is the lower left right
angle; PUL represents the upper left right angle. 1e 2 right
angles are not of the same type.

In Figure 14, when these 2 right angles form the left wall-
end, the mathematical expression of the relative position
rules shown in Table 9 is shown in the following equations:

PUL.X − PLL.X
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D, (5)

PUL.Y − PLL.Y>D> 0, (6)

PUL.Y − PLL, Y −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D. (7)

Lower le�
right angle

Lower right
right angle

Upper right
right angle

Upper le�
right angle

Starting point Starting point

Ending point Ending point

Starting point

Starting point

Ending point

Ending point

Figure 11: Distinguishing 4 kinds of right angles.

Table 4: Purposes of right angle sorting.

No. Purpose

1 1e right angles on the outer contours of the walls in the drawings are placed at the first position of the sequence of its types
2 For any wall-corner in the drawing, ensure that the external right angle is in front of the internal right angle

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7



As shown in equation (5), in the X direction, PLL and PUL

are at the same locations. According to equation (6), in the Y
direction,PUL locates in the positive direction of PLL.1ese 2
equations guarantee that PUL locates directly above PLL. As
expressed in equation (7), in the Y direction, PUL locates in
the positive direction of PLL, and the distance between them
is exactly a wall thickness. 1ese 3 equations ensure accurate
recognition of the left wall-end.

Similar to the recognition of the left wall-end, recog-
nition of the other 3 wall-ends follows similar recognition
methods.1e recognition algorithms of these 3 wall-ends are
shown in Tables 10–12, respectively.

1e interpretations of the mathematical expressions
contained in Tables 10–12 are completely similar to those of
equations (5) to (7) of the left wall-end and are not separately
explained.

3.4.3. T-Wall Recognition. Each T-wall contains 2 right
angles of different types, and each T-wall has a similar
identification algorithm. Consider the left T-wall as an
example, a lower left right angle and an upper left right angle
form a left T-wall. 1e relative positions of these 2 right
angles are fixed, and the relative position rules that theymust

P4

P1

P2

P7

P11 P19

P20

P8 P12

P10

P14

P16

P15

P17

P23

P27

P21 P25 P28
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P3

P6

P18
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P9

P13

P22 P26

X

Y

Figure 12: An example of lower left right angle sorting.
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Figure 13: Schematic of 2 lower left right angles that form a lower left wall-corner.

Table 5: Rules of 2 lower left right angles that form a lower left wall-corner.

No. Rule

1 An external right angle on the lower left side and an internal right angle on the upper right side
2 1e vertices of 2 right angles differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions
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Table 6: Lower right wall-corner recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PN+i

PN

Lower right
wall-corner

External PN on the lower right side; internal PN+i on the upper left side

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions

PN+i

PN

Lower right
wall-corner

PN.X − PN+i, X>D> 0
PN+i, Y − PN.Y>D> 0

|PN.X − PN+i, X −WallThickness|≤D

|PN+i, Y − PN.Y −WallThickness|≤D

Table 7: Upper left wall-corner recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PN+i

PN

Upper le�

wall-corner

External PN on the upper left side; internal PN+i on the lower right side
1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions

PN+i, X − PN.X>D> 0
PN.Y − PN+i, Y>D> 0

|PN+i, X − PN.X −WallThickness|≤D

|PN.Y − PN+i, Y −WallThickness|≤D

Table 8: Upper right wall-corner recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PN+i

PN

Upper right
wall-corner

External PN on upper right side; internal PN+i on lower left side

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions

PN+i

PN

Upper right
wall-corner

PN.X − PN+i, X>D> 0
PN.Y − PN+i, Y>D> 0

|PN.X − PN+i, X −WallThickness|≤D

|PN.Y − PN+i, Y −WallThickness|≤D
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satisfy are shown in Table 13, among which the 3 rules must
be simultaneously satisfied.

Figure 15 shows the relative position of 2 right angles
that form the left wall-end. Among them, PLL is the lower left
right angle and PUL represents the upper left right angle. 1e
2 right angles are not of the same type.

In Figure 15, when these 2 right angles form the left
T-wall, the mathematical expression of the relative position
rules shown in Table 13 is shown in the following equations:

PLL.X − PUL.X
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D, (8)

PLL.Y − PUL.Y>D> 0, (9)

PLL.Y − PUL, Y −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D. (10)

As expressed in equation (8), in the X direction, PLL and
PUL are at the same locations. According to equation (9), in
the Y direction, PLL locates in the positive direction of PUL.
1ese 2 equations guarantee that PLL locates directly above
PUL. As demonstrated in equation (10), in the Y direction,
PLL locates in the positive direction of PUL, and the distance
between them is exactly a wall thickness. 1ese 3 equations
ensure accurate recognition of the left T-wall.

Similar to the recognition of the left T-wall, the rec-
ognition of the remaining 3 T-walls follows the similar
recognition methods. 1e recognition algorithms of these 3
T-walls are shown in Tables 14–16, respectively.

1e interpretations of the mathematical expressions
contained in Tables 14–16 are similar to those of equations
(8) to (10) of the left T-wall and are not separately explained.

Table 9: Rules for a lower left right angle and an upper left right angle that form a left wall-end.

No. Rule

1 A lower left right angle on the downside and an upper left right angle on the upside
2 1e 2 vertices of the 2 right angles are on the same vertical line
3 1e 2 vertices of the 2 right angles differ by one wall thickness in the Y direction

Lower le� right angle

Le�
wall-end

PLL

PUL

Upper le� right angle

Figure 14: Schematic of 2 different right angles that form a left wall-end.

Table 10: Right wall-end recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PUR

PLR

Right
wall-end

Upper right
right angle

Lower right
right angle

Lower right PLR on the downside; upper right PUR on the upside
1e 2 vertices are located on the same vertical line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the Y direction
|PUR.X − PLR.X|≤D
PUR.Y − PLR.Y>D> 0

|PUR.Y − PLR, Y −WallThickness|≤D

Table 11: Up wall-end recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PURPUL

U
p

w
al

l-
en

d

Upper le�
right angle

Upper right
right angle

Upper right PUR on the right side; upper left PUL on the left side
1e 2 vertices are located on the same horizontal line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X direction
|PUR.X − PUL.X|≤D
PUR.X − PUL.X>D> 0

|PUR.X − PUL, X −WallThickness|≤D

10 Mathematical Problems in Engineering



3.4.4. Cross-Wall Recognition. Each cross-wall contains 4
right angles of different types. 1e structural features of the
cross-wall reveal that the cross-wall contains the features of
the T-walls. For example, remove the left limb of the cross-
wall and the cross-wall becomes the left T-wall. 1erefore,
the rules used to recognize the T-walls are also valid for the
cross-wall recognition.

However, none of the 4 types of T-walls simultaneously
contains both a lower left right angle and an upper right

right angle; none of them simultaneously contains both a
lower right right angle and an upper left right angle. Each
pair of these 2 pairs of right angles can distinguish the
cross-wall from the 4 types of T-walls. Choosing the pair of
a lower left right angle and an upper right right angle, the
relative position rules of these 2 right angles are shown in
Table 17.

Figure 16 shows the relative position of 2 right angles
that form the cross-wall. PLL is the lower left right angle; PUR

Table 12: Down wall-end recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PLL PLR

D
o

w
n

w
al

l-
en

d

Lower le�
right angle

Lower right
right angle

Lower right PLR on the right side; lower left PLL on the left side
1e 2 vertices are on the same horizontal line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X direction
|PLR.Y − PLL.Y|≤D
PLR.X − PLL.X>D> 0

|PLR.X − PLL, X −WallThickness|≤D

Table 13: Rules for a lower left right angle and an upper left right angle that form a left T-wall.

No. Rule

1 A lower left right angle on the upside and an upper left right angle on the downside
2 1e 2 vertices of the 2 right angles are located on the same vertical line
3 1e 2 vertices of the 2 right angles differ by one wall thickness in the Y direction

PUL

Le� T-wall

Lower le�
right angle

Upper le�
right angle

PLL

Figure 15: Schematic of 2 different right angles that form a left T-wall.

Table 14: Right T-wall recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PLR

PUR

Right T-wall

Lower right
right angle

Upper right
right angle

Lower right PLR on the upside; upper right PUR on the downside
1e 2 vertices are on the same vertical line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the Y direction
|PLR.X − PUR.X|≤D
PLR.Y − PUR.Y>D> 0

|PLR.Y − PUR, Y −WallThickness|≤D

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 11



represents the upper right right angle. 1e 2 right angles are
not of the same type.

In Figure 16, when these 2 right angles form the cross-
wall, the mathematical expression of the relative position
rules shown in Table 17 is shown in the following equations:

PLL.X − PUR.X>D> 0, (11)

PLL.Y − PUR.Y>D> 0, (12)

PLL.X − PUR, X −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D, (13)

PLL.Y − PUR, Y −WallThickness
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤D. (14)

As shown in equation (11), in the X direction, PLL locates
in the positive direction of PUR. According to equation (2),
in the Y direction, PLL locates in the positive direction of
PUR. 1ese 2 equations guarantee that PLL locates on the
upper right side of PUR. As expressed in equation (13), in the
X direction, PLL locates in the positive direction of PUR, and
the distance between them is exactly a wall thickness.

According to equation (14), in the Y direction, PLL locates in
the positive direction of PUR, and the distance between them
is exactly a wall thickness. 1ese 4 equations ensure accurate
recognition of the cross-wall.

Table 15: Up T-wall recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PUR PUL

Up T-wall

Upper le�
right angle

Upper right
right angle

Upper right PUR on the left side; upper left PUL on the right side
1e 2 vertices are on the same horizontal line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X direction

PUR PUL

Upper le�
right angle

Upper right
right angle

Up T-wall

|PUL.Y − PUR.Y|≤D
PUL.X − PUR.X>D> 0

|PUL.X − PUR, X −WallThickness|≤D

Table 16: Down T-wall recognition algorithm.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

PLR PLL

Down T-wall

Lower le�
right angle

Lower right
right angle

Lower right PLR on the left side; lower left PLL on the right side
1e 2 vertices are on the same horizontal line

1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X direction
|PLL.Y − PLR.Y|≤D
PLL.X − PLR.X>D> 0

|PLL.X − PLR, X −WallThickness|≤D

Table 17: Rules for a lower left right angle and an upper right right angle that form a cross-wall.

No. Rule

1 Lower left right angle on the upper right and upper right right angle on the lower left
2 1e vertices of 2 right angles differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions

PUR

Cross-wall

Upper right
right angle

PLL

Lower le�
right angle

Figure 16: Schematic of 2 different right angles that form a cross-
wall.
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If the pair of a lower right right angle and an upper left
right angle is chosen to recognize the cross-wall, a similar
recognition algorithm exists, as shown in Table 18.

1e interpretations of the mathematical expressions
contained in Table 18 are similar to those of equations (11) to
(14). Both expressions can be used to independently rec-
ognize the cross-wall.

4. Algorithm Tests

1e algorithm directly focuses on the drawings’ walls. 1e
other parts, such as texts and dimensions, can be firstly
detected and processed by the proposed methods
[11, 14–16, 18].1e remaining parts of the drawingmay look
similar to Figure 2, which is then processed by the algorithm.

A construction company provides 10 real projects’
drawings for algorithm tests. All 10 projects are residential
buildings. Among them, 2 have small fillets on the outermost
outline corners, while the rest of the drawings are all hor-
izontal and vertical lines; the other 8 are all composed of
horizontal and vertical lines. 1e algorithm implementation

was completed by Autodesk Revit customization. 1e test
result is 8 successes and 2 failures.

1e 2 failed tests are the 2 drawings with small fillets; the
reason is straightforward: fillets contain arcs, so the fillets
cannot be recognized as rectangles. 1e other 8 tests are all
success. 1e actual project shown in Figure 2 is among the 8
success tests, and its generated 3D building models are
shown in Figure 17.

In Figure 17, windows, doors, and the wall segments
above or below them are generated first by adopting other
study results [11, 14–16, 18]. Lots of white boundary lines
exist in Figure 17. 1e biggest highlight is that the walls are
not as a whole, but consist of separated wall segments. 1us,
detailed information can be attached to these separated
objects to support precise O&M tasks. Secondly, all win-
dows, doors, and wall segments have recorded information
of their adjacent objects. 1us, both geometry and topology
information are generated for the 3D building models.

During the algorithm implementation, error thresholds
are introduced to increase the algorithm’s robustness in
Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Tables 19 and 20 show small

Table 18: Cross-wall recognition algorithm using lower right right angle and upper left right angle.

Schematic Recognition rules descriptions and mathematical expressions

Lower right
right angle

Upper le�
right angle

PLR

PUL

Cross-wall

Lower right PLR on the upper left side; upper left PUL on the lower right side
1e 2 vertices differ by one wall thickness in the X and Y directions

PUL.X − PLR.X>D> 0
PLR.Y − PUL.Y>D> 0

|PUL.X − PLR, X −WallThickness|≤D

|PLR.Y − PUL, Y −WallThickness|≤D

Figure 17: Automatic generation of 3D building models result.
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rotation and false intersections can be well resisted,
respectively.

In Table 19, θ can be easily calculated by point A and B’s
coordinates. An error threshold E can be set to adapt small
rotations. Horizontal and vertical line segments can be fil-
tered out by the 2 equations in Table 19, even if they are a
little rotated. Too much rotation can no longer be defined as
errors, but inclined lines which is not included by this paper.

Table 20 takes lower left right angle for example, and
error thresholds are both introduced in X and Y directions.
By the 2 equations in Table 20, lower left right angle can still
be recognized even if hSP may not strictly coincide with vSP.

In general, buildings’ drawings are of good quality before
they can be used to build buildings. With the help of error
thresholds, the algorithm tests results are good.

5. Conclusions

1is paper describes an algorithm to automatically generate
3D building models from 2D drawings. 3D building models
are intended to be used in O&M management for example.
1e algorithm includes both geometrical and topological
relations to provide 3D building model composed of sep-
arate wall segments.1e algorithm has been implemented by
Autodesk Revit customization and tested with several real
projects.

Walls in drawings of regular layout buildings can be
deconstructed into 4 categories: wall-corner, T-wall, cross-
wall, and wall-end. According to the orientation, wall-cor-
ner, T-wall, and wall-end are further deconstructed into 4
different types. Because the cross-wall is symmetric in both
the X direction and Y direction, it cannot be further
deconstructed. 1us, 13 types of deconstruction parts are

obtained. 1e walls in a drawing are composed of different
types of deconstruction parts.

All 13 types of deconstruction parts are composed of
right angles. 1e orientations comprise 4 different types of
right angles. 4 types of right angles consist of line segments.
According to the orientation, line segments can be cate-
gorized into horizontal line segments and vertical line
segments. A line segment has 2 endpoints: the starting point
and the ending point. By vectorization, the starting point
and ending point of a line segment are distinguished from
each other. 2 different line segments with their 2 distin-
guished endpoints yield 4 different combinations, which
correspond to the 4 types of right angles.

1e algorithm is platform independent and can be easily
implemented. Real project tests show that the algorithm can
rapidly generate separated 3D building models with both
geometry and topology, which can be used for precise O&M
management for existing buildings.

1e algorithm is based on vectorized line segments but
only involves 2 special cases: horizontal line segments and
vertical line segments. 1erefore, this algorithm may be a
special case. 1e general form of the algorithm is still to be
found in the future.
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Table 20: False intersection error thresholds.

Schematic Horizontal and vertical line segments with false intersection error thresholds

E E

E
E H L S

V L S

hSPhSP

vSP

vSP

P

HLS� horizontal line segment, VLS� vertical line segment, hSP� horizontal line segment starting point
vSP� vertical line segment starting point

|hSP.X − vSP.X|≤E

|hSP.Y − vSP.Y|≤E

Table 19: Small rotation error thresholds.

Schematic Horizontal and vertical line segments with rotation error thresholds

0 X

Y

¦È

A

B

4

Horizontal: |θ|≤E or|θ−360°|≤E or|θ−180°|≤E

Vertical: |θ−90°|≤E or|θ−270°|≤E
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